Introduction
In this paper we examine the relationship between the sizes of parsable context [1] ) and strict deterministic grammars [6] have parsers of polynomialsize. Grammars in these classes must satisfy strong restrictions.
The LL(k) and LR(A:) parsers and grammars [9, 13] are more problematic. The LL(Ar) and lR(k) grammars contain all the context-free grammars that can be parsed top-down and, respectively, bottom-up using a stack and k symbol
lookahead. In this sense LL(fc) and LR()b) parsers are as powerful as we may hope. However, the known LL(fc) and LR(fc) parser constructions, as described
e.g. in [1] , may produce parsers that are non-polynomially larger than the -3- [2] . We [3] ,
grammars. For the LR(fc) method this size gap was observed in

In this paper we show that in the general case such improvements are impossible because independently of the parsing method used, the nonpolynomial size gaps cannot be totally avoided for the classes of LL(A:) and LR(A:) grammars. This means that the correct prefix property is not the only reason for the non-polynomial size of LL(A:) and LR(&) parsers.
To prove our results on I±L(Jfe) grammars we give in Section 4 an infinite sequence of LL (2) In the literature, most closely related to this paper is a recent work by Pittl [11] . He independently gives an example family of LR(l) grammars with no poly nomial size right parsers but does not consider left parsers. Also a work [4] by Geller, Hunt, Szymanski and Ullman investigates the size of different pushdown automata (but not parsers, i.e. pushdown transducers emitting a parse). For example, they generalized the result from [3] mentioned above by giving a fam ily of languages such that there is an exponential difference between the size of a minimal deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) for a language and the size of any dpda with the correct prefix property for the same language. They also gave a family of languages \Nn] such that there is an exponential difference between the size of a minimal context-free grammar for a language and the size of any dpda for the same language. It is easily seen that this exponential difference is not preserved if parsers in our sense are considered. This is because every LL(A:) or LR(&) grammar for Nn must be exponentially larger than the minimum size context-free grammar for Nn.
Let us conclude the present introduction by giving our notational conven tions for strings, context-free grammars and parsers. "We mainly follow the nota tion of [1] with the exception that the Length of a string s is denoted by lg(s).
Recall that e denotes the empty string and #W the number of elements of a set W. The reversal of a string s is denoted by sR.
The size of a (context-free) grammar G = (N,Z,P,S) is defined by \G\ = £ lg(Aa).
A -*aeP
As noted in [5] , the norm of Ggiven by ||G|| = \G\ -log2#(iVuS) would be a more realistic measure. We have, however, that ||G|| < |G|-log2|G| < \ G\2, which means that the more convenient measure | G\ can be used in this paper because -5- we are interested in proving larger thanpolynomial gaps.
If there is in Ga leftmost derivation S =>£a where 77 is the sequence of productions applied in the derivation, then n is called a Left parse of a in G.
Similarly, if there is a rightmost derivation S =>£ a then tt* is aright parse of a in G.
Parsability and deterniinistic parsers
Our purpose is to prove some lower-bound results which should be valid for all parsers. We will use deterministic pushdown transducer as the formal parser model. The analysis will be restricted to left parsers and to right parsers. Obvi ously, all different deterministic (or non-backtracking) left and right parsers and parsing methods proposed in the literature can be abstracted as deter ministic pushdown transducers which translate input strings to left parses or to right parses. To be precise, this is true only if the parsing method is based on only one pushdown stack and one left-to-right scan of the string to be parsed.
For example, the parsing method for LR-regular grammars and for some other analogous classes needs two scans. We leave such parsers out of consideration.
The 'real* parsers which are used for parsing context-free grammars are usually not represented in the pushdown transducer form. But because they can be transformed into this form with at most a polynomial increase in the size, our results on nonpolynomial size gaps between a parser and the grammar are valid also for them.
Let us next give the formal definitions. A parser for G is a deterministic pushdown automaton accepting language L(G) generated by G and giving for each w in L(G) a parse of w as an output. In general, a deterministic pushdown automaton with output is called a deterministic pushdozun transducer (dpdt) and defined as an 8- The size of a dpdt T is defined by (c.f. [5] ) 
Parsers with unbounded lookahead
In [15] , Valiant shows that the relative succinctness that may be achieved by describing deterministic context-free languages by unambiguous contextfree grammars rather than by deterministic pushdown automata is not bounded by any recursive function. What Valiant proved, can be restated as follows:
Proposition 3 [15] . There is an infinite family Q = jQj of unambiguous gram mars such that each L(Gi) is a deterministic language with the following pro perty: If F is a function such that, for each i, there is a dpda Di accepting the language L(Gi) and \Di\^F(\ Gj |), thenF cannot be recursive.
This is proved using an idea (by Hartmanis [7] ) of encoding large Turing languages L'a and L"b are also both so recognizable and therefore both gen erated by unambiguous grammars (say Ga and G&, respectively) of similar size.
Since these languages are disjoint their union L is also generated by an unambi guous grammar G of size recursive in the size of M. For each M, set Q contains the grammar G. 
Proof. Clearly, instead of parsers it suffices to consider dpda's Di for languages L(Gl). The proof proceeds as that of Proposition 3 if we first show that each grammar G included in the set
productions (S-*S',S-*S"\vP'uP" where S' and S" are the start symbols and P'
and P" are the production sets of G' and G", respectively. 
a.e) (-• • • \-(q',e,p,e)
where y is in Z2/3. Sequence (6) is assumed to be maximal, that is, no transition -14-is possible from the last configuration of (6) . Again note that the output must still be empty in (6) . Let now (r,vtZy,e) be the configuration in sequence (6) whose stack Zy is of the lowest height; if there are more than one such configuration in (6), we let (r,v,Zy,e) be the first of them. The mode of this configuration, (r,Z), is called the bottom of (6) and denoted as bottom(q,yta).
Then sequence (8) can uniquely be written as (g,T/v,a,e) (-• • • \-(r,v,Zy,e) \-• • • \-(q',e,p,e).
where y'v=y. The sequence starting from (r,v,Zy,e) is uniquely determined by r, v and Z, since the height of the stack remains at least as high as lg(Zy).
Hence we have 0 = §'y for some /3'. We say that string y1 is the prefix of y that leads to the bottom. Denote then by i»(r,z) the set of of strings that lead to the bottom (r,Z)t that is,
hr.Z) =
Ifor some y€Z,2/3, bottom(q,y,a) = (r,Z) and » I y4 is the prefix of y that leads to the bottom Proof. To derive a contradiction, assume that ftL^.z)'*-2n/10. Given y1 in L(T.z)
we may write for some v such that y'v eLz/z and for some x €£1/3 (g0.*y,,u,e,e) |_ . . . U(g,y'v,a,e)
h '• *\-(r,v,Zy,e) (7)
h '• ' h(g'.e.fte).
Here y* is the prefix ofy'v that leads to the bottom. Since lg(a) 2s lg(Zy)t there must be before configuration (g.y'v.a.e) in (7) a last configuration (s,w,Y6,e) (8) such (8) 
that lg(Y6) =^(Z7). It may happen that (s,w,Y6,e) = (q,y'v.a,e). Here the assumption that T is moderate is needed because it implies that every stack -15-height «S lg(a) must occur in (7). If §L^TtZ)^2*/10 and if we recall (4), we realize that then there must be two different elements y' and y" of L(T,z) such that the corresponding modes (s,Y) of
and (s,x"y".
Y8") h • • • |_(g>y",a,e)h • • • \-(r.e,Z6",e)
• (10) and the height of the stack in (9) is always^lg(Y6') = lg(Z6') and in (10) alwayŝ
lg(Y6") = lg(Z6"). Hence we may replace xy in (9) by x"y" and still obtain the same final configuration (r,e,Z6',e). But this is a contradiction, since jf *y"
and therefore a replacement of x'y* by x"y" in (9) should also change the final configuration of (9) Suppose that the input to be read after (11) or (12) is fyc*. Then the first output following (11) should be production An -* e and the first output following (12) should be production An -bt. But because the last configurations of (11) and (12) 
Bight parsability with bounded lookahead
The grammars G^of the previous section are LR (2) . Then we immediately obtain from Corollary 10 the following counterpart of Theorem 12 for right parsers.
Theorem 13 (14) for each j^O. The bottom of (14) 
Suppose that symbol a* occurs in only one of strings x, x*, say in string x, and assume that the input to be read after (15) and (16) to an example of [10] which shows an exponential succinctness between nondeterministic and deterministic finite automata.
The LR(0) parser construction gives for Rn more than 2n+1 LR(0) tables. Geller, Graham and Harrison [3] give examples where the increase is 2C™.
Conclusion
We have shown first, that the size of a parser cannot be recursively bounded in the size of the grammar to be parsed. Hence there is no algorithm that con structs a parser for every parsable context-free grammar.
Using certain example families of LL(A:) and LR(A:) grammars, we have also Each table entry gives a bound for parser size. The bounds for the class LL(A:) and for its subclasses concern with left parsers, the bounds for the class LR(A:) and for its subclasses concern with right parsers. The entry 'poly' means It is obvious that the grammatical structures essential for our results are probably useless in context-free grammars that describe real prograrnrning languages. Purdom [12] even gives evidence that such grammars have LR-type parsers whose size grows only linearly. To establish this formally it would be interesting to find grammatical conditions for polynomial size parsability, that are more precise than those given in Table 1 . Another problem for further research is to improve the lower bounds in Table 1 or to show that they are best -25-possible.
